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Abstract

Increasing design densities on large FPGAs and greater de-

mand for performance, has called for special purpose tools like

oorplanner, performance driven router, and more. In this

paper we present a oorplanning based design mapping solu-

tion that is capable of mapping macro cell based designs as well

as hierarchical designs on FPGAs. The mapping solution has

been tested extensively on a large collection of designs. We

not only outperform state of the art CAE tools from indus-

try in terms of execution time but also achieve much better

performance in terms of timing. These methods are especially

suitable for mapping designs on very large FPGAs.

I Introduction

Field programmable gate arrays are becoming ex-
tremely popular for implementing small and medium scale
designs. CAD tools for automatic placement and rout-
ing for physical design have been developed recently.
However, increasing design densities on large FPGAs
and greater demand for performance, has called for spe-
cial purpose tools like oorplanner, performance driven
router, and more. Recently, Xilinx has started to supply a
oorplanner with the latest release of XACT tools, which
is particularly useful for structured designs and data path
logic [12]. While it is a good design aid, the oorplanner
is completely manual in its execution. Motivated with the
task of automating the oorplanning for FPGAs, we have
targeted this research for oorplanning.
The macro blocks are often called RPMs (Relationally

Placed Macros). Every macro contains several circuit ele-
ments connected together to realize a particular function.
For example di�erent types of gates can be connected to-
gether to realize functions like multiplication, addition,
and more. Each macro block contains several CLBs that
realize its logic functionality. Figure 1 illustrates the
FPGA physical design ow under this new methodology.
The input of macro block based FPGA oorplanning is a
set of macro blocks and a netlist de�ne their interconnec-
tion. In the oorplanning, the macros are assigned speci�c
shapes and locations on the FPGA die. After oorplan-
ning, the CLBs within the reshaped macros are placed for
complete assignment. A constraint �le de�ning the com-
plete placement is then generated for carrying out the
next task, i.e., routing. In this paper we present a oor-
planning based design mapping solution that is capable of
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Fig. 1. Design ow for oorplanning based physical design for

FPGAs.

mapping macro cell based designs as well as hierarchical
designs on FPGAs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

gives a brief literature review of related research on phys-
ical VLSI oorplanning. Section III describes the prelim-
inary notations, de�nitions, and oorplanning. Section
IV gives an overview of experimental setup followed by
section V that gives results and analysis.

II Related Research

Floorplanning is an important stage in the physical de-
sign of custom VLSI circuits. Sastry and Parker showed
that the two-dimensional oorplan compaction problem
is NP�complete [5]. Stockmeyer showed that area mini-
mization for general oorplans is strongly NP�complete
[7].
Various strategies have been reported in the literature [3]
[8] [9] [11]. Physical VLSI oorplans can be broadly clas-
si�ed as constructive and iterative [6]. Some of the con-
structive techniques use cluster growth, partitioning and
slicing, connectivity clustering, and rectangular dualiza-
tion [6] [11]. Other techniques include constraint graph
based, mathematical programming, or knowledge-based
approaches.
Iterative and non-deterministic techniques such as sim-

ulated annealing have also been reported to solve the



physical VLSI oorplanning problem[6]. There are no
oorplanning algorithms that are targeted towards FP-
GAs.
In [4], a procedure for path-delay constrained initial

placement is presented which directly incorporates tim-
ing and geometrical constraints. The problem is mod-
eled and mathematically formulated as a constrained non-
linear programming problem. In [13], a oorplan algo-
rithm that uses a force-directed approach is presented.
The best oorplan with timing optimization is selected,
and overlaps are removed by applying constraint reduc-
tion and general cell reshaping [13]. Due to the shape re-
striction of FPGA macro blocks and CLB resources, spe-
cial treatment should be considered during each FPGA
oorplanning step.

III Floorplanning Based Physical Design

In our approach to hierarchical design, two major steps
are involved. The �rst step, namely oorplanning, pro-
duces a macro level layout design on large FPGAs. Floor-
planning is followed by detailed placement within the
macro blocks. In our current implementation, we make
use of simulated annealing based detailed placement. Al-
though we have mentioned macro block level oorplan-
ning, we have been able to demonstrate that oorplan-
ning using hierarchical blocks is feasible at any level of
design hierarchy.

A FPGA Floorplanning

We �rst describe some terms and oorplanning prob-
lem.

� Macro Blocks:
Macro block based FPGA design implements func-
tional block units on the FPGA chip . Each func-
tional block contains one or more CLBs and realizes
a small logic function. The functional blocks can also
be pre-de�ned macro blocks maintained in a macro li-
brary. The macro block development process accepts
the macro requirements from the high level synthesis
tool. Once the macro block I/O and function are de-
termined, the macro size is estimated and locations
are assigned to the individual CLBs inside the macro.
The Macro blocks may have �xed or exible rectan-
gular shapes. The prede�ned macros are sorted by
their functions in the macro library. These macros
are then used to make a design.

� Input of FPGA Floorplanning:
The input for FPGA oorplanning problem can be
formulated as follows:

1. A set of m rectangu-
lar blocks B = fb1; b2; :::; bi; :::; bmg. For each
bi 2 B, 1 � i � m, wi, hi are the width and
the height of bi. wi and hi are the number of
CLBs in the width and the height of a macro
block. For macro blocks where (due to perfor-
mance reasons) a pre-de�ned shape (geometry)
is essential, the wj and hj , j 2 f1; 2; : : :;mg, are
�xed constants. We also associate ai with each
bi, 1 � i � m, as an area of bi (i.e., ai = wi�hi).

2. A set of nets N = fn1; n2; :::; nKg describing the
connectivity information among blocks.

3. Timing constraints or architectural design spec-
i�cation for ASICs, such as the logic data path
or the pipeline design.

4. FPGA chip dimensions, usually a square array.

� Output of FPGA Floorplanning:
A legal oorplan, i.e., a oorplan satisfying the fol-
lowing constraints and objectives:

1. Each macro/functional block bi is assigned to a
location (xi; yi) on the FPGA chip;

2. No overlapping between two blocks;

3. Fit all blocks on the �xed(area and dimension)
FPGA chip.

4. Each CLB inside the macro blocks is assigned a
physical location on the FPGA chip;

5. Satisfy the pre-located I/O pads constraints.

A-1 Topological Placement

In this step, we treat all macro blocks as topological
points without considering their real physical shape and
size, and construct relative topological relations among
the macro blocks which is optimal for wiring, timing, and
other design constraints. This relative placement step can
result in an overlapping oorplan, i.e., a oorplan with
block overlaps.
We obtain topological plan using a force directed place-

ment or by considering the architectural features of the
design. Our approach for the former is similar to the one
in [13]; however, for latter, we consider the data ow in
the datapath or the pipeline. Using this information of
data ow, a topological ordering is built which is then in-
serted into the FPGA architecture. The topological oor-
plan is then modi�ed such that the design constraints for
wirelength are minimized while topological data ow is
honored.

A-2 Force Directed Topological Arrangement Approach

This approach explores the similarity between the topo-
logical problem and classical mechanics problem of a sys-
tem of bodies attached to springs. In this approach, the
blocks connected to each other by nets are supposed to
exert attractive forces on each other. The connectivity-
based force is proportional to the number of connections
between blocks. Thus, highly connected blocks will be
placed close to each other. The exerted connectivity-
based force on block bi due to block bj is given by F

c

j
= cij,

where cij represent the number of connections between
blocks bi and bj. The zero-force connectivity sensitive
location is given by
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In addition, the nets with critical timing should be able
to de�ne the cost (force) due to timing requirements. In
practice, the net weighting is done manually by the de-
signer. However, there are few known quantitative meth-
ods that will compute the delay bounds for weighting each
net. One such method has been proposed by Nair[2]. This
method computes slack on the delay paths and distributes
them uniformly over the nets belonging to the path. The



slack is de�ned as the di�erence between the pre-de�ned
worst case delay and the actual delay (due to modules
only) in a path. Clearly, higher is the positive slack, less
critical are the nets belonging to the path. In other words,
the net weight computed by Nair's method[2] is inversely
proportional to the criticality of the net. Thus, timing
force F t

i
exerted by net i is given by,

F t

i
=

tCLK � di

tCLK
(2)

where, tCLK = 1=f and f is the desired frequency of
operation, di is the criticality associated with net i.
The zero-force timing sensitive location is given by
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In equations 1 and 3, psi is the percentage of placed
blocks belonging to the net connecting bs and psi .
With zero-force sensitive locations of connectivity and

timing, the �nal topological point target location is de-
�ned as
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where, 0 � �1; �2 � 1, and �1 + �2 = 1.
The force directed topological arrangement is obtained

in a constructive fashion. A block with maximum gain is
greedily moved each time to a suitable location. The gain
calculation for block bi is de�ned as,

Gi =
P

j2PFk
cij + �

P
i2Bj;j2Nk

(1 � pj)costj

where, PFk, 1 � k � m, is set of blocks in the partial
oorplan at step k of oorplanning; Bj is set of blocks
interconnected by net nj ; Nk is set of partial nets at step
k of the oorplanning process; pj is percentage of placed
blocks of Bj , where 0 � pj � 1, cij is connectivity of block
bi to block bj 2 PFk; � is real positive weight coe�cient.
Three sets will be employed and updated during this

step: the placed set which contains the already positioned
blocks, the adjacent set which contains the blocks hav-
ing common connections with the element in the placed
set, and the unplaced set containing the remaining blocks
which do not belong to either the placed set or the adja-
cent set. Initially, all pre-located I/O pads are put in the
placed set. All blocks having connections with these I/O
pads are in the adjacent set, and the rest of the blocks are
in the unplaced set.
The topological arrangement algorithm starts by select-

ing the �rst seed block. For the pre-located I/O pads
problem, we put these pads on the center of the FPGA
chip boundaries and assume the chip dimensions to be
su�ciently large. The block with the maximum gain is
chosen.

Topological Placement Approach: Due to the special
characteristics of the FPGA oorplanning, we need to do
placement for the topological arrangement results accord-
ing to FPGA chip dimension. This step is necessary in
order to increase the �nal CLB utilization. The placement
approach minimizes the layout area while keeping the
topological relations among the modules, i.e., two mod-
ules with close relation in the topological arrangement

are kept close together in the placement. The topologi-
cal placement algorithm performs in two phases: phase1
places all macro blocks in one row and phase2 folds one
row to obtain a multi-row design to minimize the area
or satisfy the layout aspect ratio. These two phases can
be seen in most of the classical placement or estimation
methods [1]. The detailed steps in the two phases is given
below:
A. Phase 1:
In this phase a one-row design is constructed in the fol-
lowing steps.

� step1: choose the rightmost-bottom topological point

as the starting point in a sequential list.

� step2: �nd the next topological point not belonging

to the sequential list and having the shortest distance
from the starting point. This point (module) is de-
�ned as the �rst heavily connected point. Intuitively
speaking, the �rst heavily connected point has the
largest number of connections with the starting point
or the signals connecting these two points belong to
the critical path.

� step3: put the �rst heavily connected point into the

sequential list and assign this point as a new starting
point.

� step4: repeat step 2 � step 3 until all modules are in

the sequential list.

For logic datapath design, we can create this sequential
list directly by reading the input design datapath �le.
B. Phase 2:
In this phase the one row design from the sequential list
is folded into a two dimensional practical layout. Phase 2
proceeds in the following steps:

� step1: assign the initial ideal left space parame-

ter(ILS). This parameter shows the di�erence be-
tween the folded incremental length of one row de-
sign and the real FPGA chip dimension. When the
incremental length exceeds ILS, we stop the one row
folding.

� step2: construct one row placement after folding.

The location of each module is represented by
M [row][colum]. We start row folding at row = 1
, and for the next row iteration row = row + 1. For
each folding row, column starts at column = 1, and
for the next column iteration column = column+ 1.

� step3: sort and swap orientation of column values for

each module with the same even row number.

� step4: compute the critical(longest) path of the cur-

rent placement result.

� step5: increase the ILS by an integer rate, typically

by 1.

� step6: repeat step 1 � step 5 by given iterations and

�nd the minimized area topological placement result.

The output from the topological placement is a list of
the FPGA macro blocks with the topological point xy�
coordinates and a list of the I/O pads with their assigned
boundary locations on the FPGA chip.



A-3 The Legal Floorplan

In this phase we need to construct a legal oorplan
which respects the topological constraints between the
macro blocks which are obtained during topological ar-
rangement step. Two directed acyclic graphs (DAG)
are employed to model the topological constraints. The
topological relations of the macro blocks are translated
into a horizontal constraint graph GH and a vertical
constraint graph GV according to their xy�coordinates
on the FPGA die. The vertex set of GH is a set
of macro blocks plus two dummy vertices, L and R,
which correspond to the left and right boundaries of
the FPGA chip. Similarly, the vertex set of GV is
the set of macro blocks plus two dummy vertices, T
and B, which correspond to the top and bottom bound-
aries of FPGA chip. The edge set of GH models
the to�the�left/to�the�right topological relationships
of the macro blocks on the FPGA die, while that of GV

models the on�the�top/on�the�bottom topological re-
lationships of the macro blocks on the FPGA die. In other
words, let GH = (V;E), V = fb1; b2; :::; bn; L;Rg. Vertex
L has in-degree equal to zero and vertex R has out-degree
equal to zero. For any two vertices v1 and v2 such that v1
is to the left of v2 in the topological oorplan, then there
exists a directed edge (v1 ! v2) in E. Similarly, GV is
built with top to bottom relationships.
We translate the topological relationship of the macro

blocks to a complete constraint set in the form of GH

and GV . A oorplan that satis�es a complete constraint
set is legal, i.e., no overlaps. In order to get high CLB
utilization on FPGA oorplan, the constraint set of two
graphs GH and GV should be constructed by removing
all redundant constraints. This method is similar to the
algorithm used in [13], and in contrast to the algorithm
in [10].
The legal oorplan algorithm is as follows:

� First, the algorithm examines each pair of macro
blocks in B set ( set of macro blocks) and inserts
topological constraints in GH or GV according to
their xy�coordinates.

� If the xy�coordinates of the two blocks i and j are
di�erent, these two blocks are said to be constrained
in both horizontal and vertical directions. In this case
an edge (i, j) is inserted in each of GH and GV .

� The algorithm calculates the longest path that goes
through the inserted edge (i, j) in GH and GV .

� The edge that yields the shorter path in the current
graph is retained and the other is removed.

� If either x�coordinates or y�coordinates of the two
blocks i and j are equal, these two blocks are said to
be constrained in only one direction. There is only
one choice in this case and therefore the algorithm
inserts the edge in the corresponding graph.

This approach removes all redundant constraints between
any pairs of the macro blocks from the constraint set.
This produces a more compact legal FPGA oorplan re-
sult. The next reshaping step reshapes the soft macro
blocks in order to optimize the legal oorplan area. Soft
macros are ones for which overall shape is not important
for performance evaluation and characterization.

(a)

(b)

(c) (c) (c)

macro block

Reduce width by 
factor of one.

Reduce height by factor of one

Fig. 2. Reshape soft macro block by factor of 1. Suppose (a)
represent a 8-CLB macro block. A compression by a factor of 1 in
length results in (b). A compress by a factor of 1 in height on
macro in (a) results in (c).

A-4 Reshaping of Soft Macro

The reshaping algorithm uses the constraint graphs GH

and GV to compute the dimensions of the soft macro
blocks and �nal oorplan area. The algorithm itera-
tively reshapes only one soft macro block each time on
the longest path. The dimension of each soft block on the
selected critical path is reduced by a user-speci�ed factor
(see Figure 2). Our algorithm only reshapes one selected
block on the critical path. This is consistent with speci�c
characteristics of macro block reshaping as shown in Fig-
ure 2. During the reshaping iterations the set of shapes,
corresponding to the least area oorplan, is stored and
updated. These shapes are then used as input for the
next path of the algorithm. Note that the constraint set
remains unchanged during the reshape step.
The overview of the reshaping algorithm is given below:

Algorithm BlkReshp()

f

For j := 1 to number of reshape iterations do

f

Store the current shapes of blocks

Let P be most critical path of V-graph

or H-graph

if P < DieDimension, EXIT

else

f

Reshape one soft macro by

one column or row on P

if P is shorter than before

f

store the current shape of

the block

do reshaping for next soft
macro

g

else

f

Do next soft macro un-
til its shape can be

changed

g

g

j + +

g

g



Circuit Macros Macro CLBs Nets IOBs
Types

MFilter 17 3 157 320 32

DiErsn 34 3 314 821 32

Mult-10 10 1 200 171 41

Mult-16 16 1 512 400 65

CLA 128 3 448 1157 133

CLA-D 32 3 576 897 133

TABLE I
Characteristics of preliminary benchmarks

IV Overview of CAD Environment

At the beginning, the FPGA oorplanning step takes
an input in the form of a netlist which describes the con-
nectivity between various macros. For hierarchical de-
signs, this will be a netlist representing higher level inter-
connection among the design modules. Upon completion
of oorplanning, a constraint �le is generated. The con-
straint �le contains the physical mapping information for
each macro. For macro based designs, we maintain one
hand crafted physical implementation of each macro in
a library. This physical implementation is rigid in shape
and aspect ratio. Thus, after oorplanning, the macros
for which the shape does not di�er (remains same) from
library implementation, a CLB based detailed placement
is inserted from the library. For the macros which are re-
shaped, a local placement of CLBs within the macro with
the new shape requirements is performed.
To e�ectively illustrate the advantage of oorplanning

and hierarchical designs, we hand crafted six benchmark
examples using ViewLogic ViewDraw tool. These exam-
ples were mapped on Xilinx 4000 and 4000E family of
devices.

A Benchmark Description

Six macro block based benchmark examples were de-
signed to test our hierarchical approach. MFilter is a
morphological �lter example which is used in digital signal
processing. DiErsn is an extension of MFilter example.
It contains dilation and erosion part of the morphological
�lter. Mult-10 and Mult-16 are 10 and 16 bit multipli-
ers respectively. They are purely combinational succes-
sive addition type multipliers. CLA is an 128-bit complete
carry�lookahead tree adder which is used in computer
arithmetic area. CLA-D is functionally the same as CLA
but with di�erent physical structure in terms of macro
block construction.
Table I gives some of physical characteristics for the de-

signs in terms of the number of macros, number of CLBs,
number of Input/Output blocks and number of nets. It
should be noted that the macro blocks illustrated in the
high level diagram also form the macros that are oor-
planned in the design. The MFilter design utilizes fol-
lowing macro types:
REGister = 8 CLBs
SoRTer = 9 CLBs

DeLaY = 10 CLBs

The multiplier designs make use of one macro only. The
size of macro in Mult-10 is 20 CLBs and the size of macro

in Mult-16 is 36 CLBs.

The CLA design makes use of following macro types:
CarrySch = 6 CLBs

CarrySchBack = 2 CLBs
ShiftReg = 4 CLBs

The CLA-D design which is functionally the same as CLA
makes use of following macro types:
CarrySch1 = 24 CLBs
CarrySchBack1 = 8 CLBs

ShiftReg1 = 18 CLBs

V Results and Analysis

In order to compare our hierarchical approach against
the traditional FPGA design approach of Xilinx PPR
(XACT5.2) tool, we also implemented all designs in two
di�erent ways using Xilinx PPR tools. One way is to map
the design such that it has the same physical structure as
our hierarchical oorplanner. In this representation, the
mapping of design on function generators and ip ops is
identical to the one we used for oorplanning. The other
way is to allow the Xilinx PPR tool to do a totally at-
tened design mapping which results in a di�erent physical
structure of the design.
The performance of our approach is evaluated in terms

of performance parameters like the CPU execution time,
device utilization, routability and �nal path delay of the
routed design. The comparison of the corresponding re-
sults from Xilinx PPR tool has also been made.

A CPU Execution time

We measured CPU execution time for mapping all
benchmark circuits on di�erent FPGA devices using the
oorplanner against Xilinx XACT tool. The experiments
have been done on a Sun Sparc5. Table II summarizes the
results of relevant execution time for the six benchmark
circuits. For our hierarchical oorplan and placement ap-
proach, the CPU time for macro level oorplanning of
each design is listed in the second column. The third col-
umn gives the CPU time for local placement if the shape
of the macro block has been changed during oorplanning
step or, if we have to use Xilinx PPR tool to create the
placed design of the user de�ned macros. The total exe-
cution time for physical mapping of a design is the sum
total of the oorplan time and local placement time. This
data is listed in fourth column. The CPU time for physi-
cal mapping has also been measured using Xilinx XACT
tool for each design. In order to make a meaningful com-
parison with our oorplanning results, we measured CPU
execution time under two di�erent mapping conditions,
i.e., the same physical structure mapping, and attened
design mapping for each of the benchmark circuit. For
the �rst one, we force XACT tool to do physical mapping
under the same number of function generators and D ip-
ops as used in our oorplanning tool. This will make
the oorplanning tool and XACT placement tool do the
physical mapping under the same physical structure for a
given FPGA design input. For the attened design map-
ping, we let the XACT tool do a totally attened design
for each circuit. This leads to a di�erent number of func-
tion generators and D ip-ops for the same logic design
input. For Xilinx XACT placement tool, we also mea-
sured CPU execution time using two di�erent placement



e�orts. One is the default value and one is maximum
value. The placement e�ort represents the hardness in
the timing driven mode for doing FPGA placement. The
corresponding CPU execution time for the same physical
structure of the design using default placement e�ort and
maximum e�ort is given in the �fth and sixth column of
table II. The seventh and eighth column in table II list the
CPU time for the attened design mapping using default
placement e�ort and maximum e�ort respectively.
The CPU execution results show that our hierarchical

oorplan and placement approach reduces the physical
mapping time signi�cantly in most cases. As discussed
previously, the total number of macro blocks to be oor-
planned is always much less than the total number of
CLBs to be placed for the same functional design. This
is one of the advantages for doing FPGA oorplanning.
Furthermore, in most macro block based designs, the total
number of macro blocks is between 20 and 40.

B Routability

Routability of a circuit is an important criterion to as-
sess the quality of a given FPGA oorplan and placement.
The routability metric is evaluated in terms of the per-
centage of the routed nets obtained after routing the cir-
cuit. The CPU time for routing and �nal routability of
each mapped design have been measured using the Xilinx
XACT router. The results are given in Table IV and Ta-
ble V. The mapped designs for each circuit are obtained
using the oorplan tool and the XACT tool separately.
We also obtained two kinds of mapping results using the
XACT tool. One is for the same physical structure map-
ping, and the other one is for attened design mapping.
The CPU time for routing the placement results for the
same physical structure of the design using the default
placement e�ort and the maximum placement e�ort is
listed in the column 5 and 6 of table IV respectively. Col-
umn 7 and 8 of table IV give the CPU time for routing
the placement results for the attened design using the
default placement e�ort and the maximum placement ef-
fort respectively.
In terms of routability, our oorplanned design results

in none unrouted nets for all the circuits. However,
the XACT attened design results in two unroutable de-
signs(for Mult16 and CLA) which are placed using the de-
fault placement e�ort. Furthermore, in most cases the the
time to perform complete routing is much less for designs
which were oorplanned when compared to the designs
that were placed using Xilinx XACT tools.

C Performance Measurement

The �nal performance of the six benchmark circuits
were measured using Xdelay static timing analyzer which
is part of the Xilinx XACT tool. The value of the circuit
speed obtained after routing would be a near true esti-
mate since it would incorporate the delay values due to
the presence of switch boxes. The results shown in Table
VI reect the maximumclock frequency for oorplan and
XACT placement of the design circuits respectively. On
the average, we have observed about 10% improvement
over the results obtained using the Xilinx XACT place-
ment tool to do the same physical structure design, and
30% improvement over the attened design.

Circuit A B Device

M�lter 20.4 24.5 XC4013

M�lter 31.1 34.2 XC4025E

CLA 6.7 8.6 XC4025E

CLA-D 3.5 5.3 XC4025E

TABLE III
The clocking frequency(in MHz) comparison for unconstrained

designs(A) and timing constrained designs(B).

D Timing Constraint Testing

The FPGA oorplanner has been tested with timing
constraints. Due to the lack of a macro block based FPGA
timing analyzer, we manually assign the upper bound de-
lay of the nets. The most critical path can be speci�ed by
pre-running Xilinx Xdelay static timing analyzer which
can sort the paths according to their criticality in the de-
sign. The nets of the most critical path are assigned small
delay values (expressed in nano-seconds). The net costs
are then used to guide the oorplanner to do topological
arrangement. Three benchmark circuits have been tested
using this method and the �nal performance results ob-
tained from Xdelay are shown in Table III.

VI Conclusions

In this work we have presented a methodology for hi-
erarchical oorplanning and placement for large FPGA
based designs. As integration densities increase, the need
for CAD tools for quick and e�cient mapping of de-
signs on FPGAs is increasing. Our approach provides
one such solution. For performance oriented macro based
designs, FPGA oorplanning is very helpful as custom
hand crafted small macros are easy to design. We have
made the best possible e�ort to generate large benchmark
examples which are available for community use. Our ap-
proach is successful in its implementation and can greatly
cut down the design time. Future work in this area would
include oorplanning with emphasis on FPGA routability
and hierarchical routing.
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Final routability (%)

Circuit Floorplan PPR Placement Device

SameStruct Flatten

MFilter 100 100 100 N/A N/A XC4008

MFilter 100 100 100 N/A N/A XC4013

MFilter 100 100 100 N/A N/A XC4025E

DiErsn 100 100 100 N/A N/A XC4020E

DiErsn 100 100 100 N/A N/A XC4025E

Mult10 100 100 100 100 100 XC4006

Mult16 100 100 100 81 100 XC4013

Mult16 100 100 100 100 100 XC4025E

CLA 100 100 100 94 100 XC4025E

CLA-D 100 100 100 100 100 XC4025E

TABLE V
Final routability of the mapped designs under Xilinx XACT router

Xdelay Result (MHz)

Circuit Floorplan PPR Placement Device

SameStruct Flatten

MFilter 24.4 13.8 23.6 N/A N/A XC4008

MFilter 20.4 11.4 22.3 N/A N/A XC4013

MFilter 31.1 21.6 33.3 N/A N/A XC4025E

DiErsn 29.5 19.7 30.4 N/A N/A XC4020E

DiErsn 28.9 18.3 28.2 N/A N/A XC4025E

Mult10 4.87 1.2 4.5 2.6 6.08 XC4006

Mult16 8.1 3.3 7.7 unrouted 7.9 XC4013

Mult16 16.9 8.7 9.2 4.8 5.2 XC4025E

CLA 6.7 3.2 9.6 unrouted 11.5 XC4025E

CLA-D 3.5 5.1 8.5 3.2 5.9 XC4025E

TABLE VI

Performance as measured for the clocking frequency of the mapped
designs. The estimate is made using Xilinx Xdelay static timing

analyzer.
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